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We want you to use the best door for your application.

Our super tough SL-17 with SpecLite3 FRP in pebble 
grain texture – extremely resistant to dents, scratches, 
scuffs, paint and ink, so even tough stains like graffiti 
can be removed; our SL-20 with through-color FRP but 
in a finer grain sandstone texture; our SL-16 beautiful 
aluminum face sheet door for areas with high traffic  
but less vandalism; our Monumental (aluminum stile  
and rail door) that creates an open and inviting full-vision 
entrance, while providing the functionality, security, and 
long service life you require.

Have a locker room, computer room or food service 
area? You may want to consider one of our AF (all 
fiberglass) products that are completely sealed against 
moisture, water, and dirt. Paired with a pultruded 
fiberglass frame, this door offers a lightweight, 
economical solution for locations prone to moisture.

For new construction or renovation 
choose the products with longer life
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Special-Lite, Inc.
the original “school door” company

SL-17 FRP Flush Door

“I have 700 to 800 kids going through 
those doors daily. Junior high and high 

school kids think nothing of kicking doors 
open and slamming doors out hard. When 

no one else is around, they use pocket knives 
and paper clips to carve their initials in the 

door panels. They spray paint them, too. But 
since we started replacing the old doors with 
Special-Lite, we have taken their ‘fun’ away.”

Director of Maintenance in a central 
Oklahoma school district

SL-18 Wood Grain Colonial Door

SL-17 SpecLite3 Doors



Since 1971, architects, facility managers and contrac-
tors who specialize in both K-12 and Higher Education 
facilities, have relied on Special-Lite for their projects. 
Our doors, panels and framing are engineered and 
built for high-cycle, high-abuse applications, and will 
outlive the term of the bond that funded their pur-
chase. Whether you have a K-12 school, community 
college, private college or university, we know our 
doors will live and thrive in your environment better 
than any others on the market today.

All across the country, educational leaders and facility 
managers are confronted with the challenges associ-
ated with providing safe facilities with low mainte-
nance needs. Increasing student population, security 
concerns, and deferred maintenance are but a few 
items that place demands for building renovations or 
new construction projects. Whether you're planning 
new construction or renovating an existing structure, 
Special-Lite doors and framing can be designed, 
engineered and built to meet both your architectural 
and performance requirements.

Doors for every application
from main entrance to receiving doors
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SL-16 Aluminum Flush Door

SL-15 Monumental Door - internal muntins

AF-100 Pultruded Fiberglass Door 
- pool environment

SL-19 Wood Grain Flush Door



Your architecture…your identity
Every Special-Lite entrance is a custom solution. We 
work directly with architects, contractors, construction 
managers and end-users to create exactly the right 
entrance for your application. We can match any 
architectural style, from the classic arch-topped 
entrance of an ivy-covered dormitory, to the sleek, 
contemporary look of a mall-style high school lobby.

Colors and textures for every style 
Special-Lite produces doors and frames in a wide 
variety of standard and optional anodized finishes 
and paint colors and can match any custom paint 
color you desire. All Special-Lite anodized finishes 
are architectural grade, class 1 (0.7 mil or greater) for 
durability. We offer a variety of textures, patterns, 
and surface performance in both FRP (fiberglass) and 
aluminum face sheets. 

Customize your entrance  
with texture, color, size & special features

SL-15 Monumental - mid-panel with recessed pull

SL-18 Wood Grain Colonial Door

SL-20 FRP Flush Door - curved cove molding
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SL-17 has SpecLite 3 FRP, 
available ONLY from Special-Lite! 

More resistance to whatever  
students can subject it to.



Custom options
We offer a number of custom features that can improve the 
functionality of your doors, as well as enhance your entrance design.
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Laser Cut Mid-Panel 
A custom mid-panel can be designed 

with a school logo or mascot for 
displaying school spirit.

SL-15 Monumental Door - oversized

Bi-Fold Unit
For improved ventilation we can add bug-screened 
louvers or a screened bi-fold shutter vision lite to 

allow fresh air in while keeping doors  
closed and locked. Think kitchens!

SL-16 Aluminum Flush Door - angled vision lites and framing

SL-16 Aluminum Flush Door - EPDM Vision Lites



Heavy-duty engineering  
right to the core
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All Special-Lite® Entrances are engineered with advanced construction features 
to outlast our competitors’ (look-alike) doors and will outperform any hollow metal door. 

FRP/Aluminum Hybrid & Aluminum Flush Doors - A time proven design of strength, longevity and low maintenance.  
These doors have a closed-cell, thermal performing, poured-in-place, waterproof polyurethane foam core which bonds all 
components together to provide incredible strength and thermal insulation. Face sheets are locked in place by integral reglets 
in the aluminum door perimeter without separate screw-applied capping. Within this family of doors is the SL-17 Pebble Grain 
Door, known to many in the industry as “The School Door“ for its proven performance in the Education market.

Monumental (Aluminum Stile & Rail) Doors - The appearance of a storefront door, but the aluminum wall thickness and 
corner joinery of a heavy-duty, high performance door. We feature the same tie rod joinery (corner lifetime warranty) as our 
FRP/Aluminum Hybrid Doors, plus true mortise-and-tenon construction for superior durability. The SL-15 Monumental Door 
with a mid-panel is the most popular choice for main entrances where a glass door is desired. Perfect for high traffic and 
abusive locations.

Pultruded Fiberglass Doors - This door provides a smooth, high gloss door surface, that is beautiful, yet is strong 
enough for impact resistance. Constructed with a 6 lb./cubic foot closed-cell foam core, wrapped in 4 layers of glass fiber 
reinforcements, and resin encapsulated to 1/8" thickness at the door face. This fiberglass door is perfect for any entrance in a 
corrosive environment — think school kitchens, laboratories, clean rooms, as well as restrooms and locker rooms.

Composite Fiberglass Doors - All the benefits of a Fiberglass Pultruded Door, yet more versatility in size. These doors 
are made-to-order in desired size, color and FRP door skin texture (smooth, pebble grain, sandstone texture and wood grain). 
Made with pultruded FRP stile and rail construction, mitered, bracketed corners and factory bonded FRP face sheets for 
durability. A choice of core materials is available (EPS and polypropylene honeycomb). This commercial grade fiberglass door 
provides all the benefits of a pultruded fiberglass door, but with face sheet options.

Fiberglass Composite

FRP/Aluminum Hybrid & Aluminum Flush Door Monumental Door Fiberglass Pultruded



Complete entry solutions 
one source for all your entrance needs
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Framing 
The frame is the foundation of any entrance. 
It must be capable of holding the components 
of the entrance system in position securely to 
keep doors and hardware operating properly 
without the need for constant adjustment 
and repair. Many entrance problems attrib-
uted to doors are actually frame problems. 
Choose from any of our aluminum or fiber-
glass frame options.

Our Aluminum Framing is available in heavy 
wall flush glazed or applied stop heavy-duty 
tube frame for entrances subject to heavy 
traffic or other environmental challenges. 
Custom manufacturing allows for curves or 
special shapes. If energy savings is on your 
agenda, our thermally broken frame has great 
thermal performance that matches 
or exceeds the performance of glass.

All Fiberglass Pultruded Framing has 65% 
glass content which provides excellent impact 
resistance, corrosion resistance, 
and strength. It is best suited for damp, 
chemical or abusive environments. Our All 
Fiberglass Framing is dimensionally equivalent 
to hollow metal products, but offers improved 
aesthetics, performance, durability and lon-
gevity that hollow metal can’t match.

Renovate entrances with  
Special-Lite® Retrofit Framing
When replacing metal doors, you can save 
yourself the hassle of tearing out old metal 
frames by covering them in place with our 
capping system and insert frames. It’s a fast, 
money-saving way to make a tired entrance 
look and perform like new. Or use our 
insert framing alone for an even more cost-
effective solution.

Removable Mullions provide ease 
of moving large items
Your entrances can be specified with re-
movable center posts or mullions to allow 
pianos, large equipment, even marching 
bands to pass through with ease.

SL-61 Removable Center Post

10-31 Insert Frame for butt hinges 10-32 Insert Frame for  
continuous gear hinge

10-34 Insert Frame for SL-11 HD

Aluminum Framing

Fiberglass Framing

Thermally Broken Framing



Storm or Hurricane

ASTM E283

ASTM E331

AAMA 1304

TAS 201, 202, 203

ASTM 1886

ASTM 1996 

Blast
ASTM F2927-12

ASTM F1642-04

GSA-TS01-2003 

Ballistic
ANSI UL-752, Level 3

NIJ-STD-0108.01, Level 3A 

Intrusion Resistance
With today’s security challenges 
both in K-12 and Higher Education, 
performance glazing can be added 
as an option to any of our doors 
or vestibules that require extra 
protection. The Vision Lite kit, 
FL-SecureLite, has been engineered 
for intrusion resistance. Kits are 
thru-bolted to the door, but have a 
“snap… cover for aesthetic appeal. 
Special-Lite partners with intrusion 
resistant glazing (polycarbonate and 
glass) manufacturers for the most 
effective design. 

Fire-Rated Doors 
For interior applications that require 
a fire rating, we offer fiberglass/
stainless steel clad or all fiberglass 
fire-rated doors with ratings of 20, 
30, 45, 60 or 90 minutes. Most 
Special-Lite door models have a fire 
rated door available that allows for 
a consistent design look on  
your building.

Doors engineered with scalable safety and security options 
hurricane and storm, intrusion resistant, ballistic, blast and fire-rated doors
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Protect with relevant levels of security and safety
Order the Special-Lite® Fiberglass Door, FRP/Aluminum Hybrid Door,  
or Monumental Door of your choice engineered and independently 
tested to meet standardized testing or certification.

SL-17 FRP Flush Door



Easy solutions
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Simple options to add security
When the location of your entrance mandates that  
a little extra security may be needed, consider adding  
one or more of these Special-Lite standard options:

Adjustable Bottom Brush
To compensate for out-of-level or out-of-position  
final floors, as well as normal settling of older buildings,  
Special-Lite offers a concealed Adjustable Bottom Brush unit
that can be adjusted as required at the time of door 
installation to provide the best fit.

Internal Proximity Card Reader Prep 
Many Special-Lite Doors can be prepped for field 
installation of low-profile proximity card readers inside  
the door. Internal mounting keeps the reader out of 
sight, out of the weather, and out of the reach of 
vandals, improving security and protecting the card 
reader unit.

Security Grates and Vandal Screens 
Security grates and vandal screens can provide 
additional security for doors that are subjected to abuse 
or vandalism. Our security grate can be used over vision 
lites, bi-fold units, louvers, or other areas where a high 
level of protection is required. Vandal screens provide 
moderate security while allowing excellent visibility.

Security Window 
Add a vision lite peep door to allow staff to confirm  
the identity of visitors at the door before opening it, 
without allowing a continuous view inside the building.

Vandal Screen

Security Grate

Security Window

Proximity Reader Prep

Adjustable Bottom Brush



Interior spaces  
that maximize natural light
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An open environment that 
enhances learning
Create an open environment with aesthetically pleasing and 
stress-reducing natural light for your staff and students.

Whether you choose our Omega (Type 2 framing) or our 
LiteSpace (glass demountable wall framing), your glass walls 
and office fronts will be clean, elegant spaces.  
Our SLI Doors (interior aluminum framed doors) are  
designed for installation in both framing systems and  
can swing or slide.

Glass walls have many options for accessories,  
including glass erase boards.

Interior Aluminum Framing

SLI Door



Restrooms and showers
that hold up to damp and abusive environments
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Restroom Partitions
Special-Lite® Restroom Partitions are the ideal choice for 
restrooms that are expected to endure heavy use and frequent 
abuse—such as K-12 schools, universities, dormitories and 
stadiums. Custom fabricated for each order using the same 
materials and processes as the Special-Lite® FRP/Aluminum 
Hybrid Door, they're remarkably durable and can withstand 
mistreatment and willful abuse.

Special-Lite restroom stall doors provide for the use of both  
an innovative continuous gravity hinge and continuous 
doorstop. This combined with the use of a full-length corner 
and wall bracket provides structural integrity and a “peek 
proof,” no sightline compartment.

Shower & Bathroom Doors
For challenging environments such as locker rooms,  
pools and rest rooms, Special-Lite offers several choices. 

The FRP/Aluminum Hybrid Door can be specified in a wide 
range of sizes (full door or half). The doors have closed top  
and bottom rails with foam filled stiles and rails.

The All Fiberglass Pultruded Door is a heavy-duty completely 
sealed FRP Door. These doors are 1-3/4" thick, hermetically 
sealed and immune to moisture and corrosive gasses or liquids, 
making them an excellent choice around pools, locker rooms  
and bathrooms.

Fiberglass Restroom Partitions

SL-17 FRP Flush Door

AF-100 Pultruded Fiberglass Flush Door



Sustainable solutions
with thermally efficient framing and doors
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The proof is in the testimonial
A project involving the replacement of exterior doors  
with Special-Lite® FRP Doors resulted in a Wisconsin 
High School gaining excellent thermal benefits.  
On a cold December morning one boiler was running,  
where before there would have been four running. 

According to the facility person, “I can tell  
by the temperature in the hallways, and 
teachers are saying that they are warmer.  
I’m turning down the temperature in their 
rooms. It is amazing.” 

The Director of Operations and Facilities attributes  
these changes to the replacement of the exterior 
doors with Special-Lite SL-17 FRP Doors.

Improve indoor air quality  
with Special-Lite Doors
By definition, one side of every exterior 
entrance is inside the building, so the entrance 
products specified play a role in determining 
indoor air quality (IAQ). Special-Lite’s full line 
of exterior entrance products* are the first to be 
GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified®, 
including the stringent GREENGUARD Standard for 
Children & Schools.™ GREENGUARD Certification 
is your independent assurance of IAQ performance.

*Excludes fire-rated doors.
The GREENGUARD INDOOR AIR QUALITY CERTIFIED Mark is a  
registered certification mark used under license through the GREENGUARD 
Environmental Institute.

Go green
The importance of thermal efficiency to green building 
cannot be overstated. Improved energy efficiency is the 
top driver behind sustainable designs across all industries. 
The improvement of heating and cooling efficiency is the 
single most important attribute of the LEED standard, with 
efficiency requirements being raised with each subsequent 
version of the standard. It is also the metric with the most 
obvious return on investment.

Although only a small portion of a structure’s surface area, 
exterior doors and frames are a functional part of the 
building envelope and can play an important role in the 
overall energy efficiency of a building. Many of our entrance 
products are tested per ASHRAE* test methods and their 
performance meets or exceeds the acceptable performance 
ratings.

*ASHRAE is accredited by the American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI) and follows ANSI's requirement for due process  
and standard development.

Contact your sales representative or  
Special-Lite for more information.


